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Abstract 
Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) is the emerging technology in 
current networks. Predefined path is being used for routing, in 
the current routing protocol which is vulnerable to be attacked 
and doesn’t provide the security. The WMNs are desirable for 
communication paradigm because WMNs achieve the routing 
in low cost and easy deploying. This paper proposes a routing 
protocol called Simplistic Constructive Routing Protocol (SPRP) 
which supports multiple flows in wireless mesh networks.  There 
are four major components in the SPRP which provides fairness 
and high throughput: (1) Constructive forwarding path selection to 
provide multiple paths while minimizing duplicate transmissions, 
(2) Constructive rate control to determine an appropriate transfer 
rate according to the current network conditions. (3) Inter node 
loss recovery to efficiently find and resend lost packets, and (4) 
clock-based forwarding to let only the priority node to forward the 
traffic. Our result shows that SPRP significantly performs existing 
routing and a pivotal time serving routing protocol.

A. Preface
A more desirable communication paradigm in wireless networks 
is multihop wireless mesh networks.  Most of the cities around 
the world have implemented and planning to implement WMNs 
to provide the internet access to the residents and local business 
people.  The routing protocols are more difficult in the process 
of wireless mesh networks.
Routing traffic wireless mesh networks can be done by selecting 
the methods which adjusts wireless networks by selecting a suitable 
path for each source and destination pair.  The routing protocols, 
such as DSDV (Destination sequenced distance-vector), Dynamic 
Source Routing’ (DSR), comes into this category. Several reviews 
identified the problems with the present routing techniques in 
managing unsecure and defective wireless medium. Researchers 
developed time serving routing protocols for wireless mesh 
networks based on the available protocols.
Time serving routing uses the broadcast nature of the wireless 
medium and does not give to a particular route before data 
transmission. Rather than the sender transmits its data between 
the nodes, a node that is nearer to the destination is opted for 
forwarding of the data. Like this, time serving routing can 
effectively combine multiple weak links into a strong link and 
take advantage of transmissions that reach near or far. In this 
paper, the design and implementation of a sophisticated productive 
routing protocol (SPRP) is presented, a new addition to the time 
serving routing protocol design space. Unlike the other time 
serving routing protocols, SPRP provides multiple flows with 
selected forwarding nodes and beneficial control rate. To express 
its effectiveness and practicability, our outcome shows that SPRP 
considerably performs existing routing and a pivotal time serving 
routing protocol. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, survey 
related work and motivate time serving routing were discussed. 
The design challenges of the time serving routing and the SPRP 
routing protocol are reviewed in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 

contains the conclusion.

II. Environment
In this section the present routing protocols for wireless networks 
and the possible benefits of timeserving routing are reviewed.  The 
existing timeserving routing protocols are also discussed.

A. On Hand Routing Protocols
In wireless networking research Routing has been an active 
area. The high mobility scenarios are under attach such as 
battlefield networks. The main concentration was on forming 
and maintaining the routes with frequent and irregular changes 
in network connectivity. 

Fig. 1: Time Serving Routing Can Take Benefit of Several Weak 
Links

A number of on-demand routing protocols have been proposed 
for this purpose, as exemplified by DSDV and AODV where 
packets are routed along paths with the shortest path. Now, wireless 
mesh networks have been used as a new dominant application of 
multihop wireless networks. There are no constraints in power 
usage in wireless networks. Therefore, this concept improves 
network performance. Usage of hop-count metric in DSDV and 
AODV does not provide good performance because all hops 
are not equal. Several link quality metrics are proposed which 
compute the quality of links with the help of packet broadcast 
time, link loss rate.  These works are balancing to time serving 
routing by offering metrics for comparing different routes. As 
with other time serving routing protocols, SPRP uses EXT as the 
fundamental routing metric, but it is easy for SPRP to support any 
alternative routing metric. In addition to routing metric design, 
there is another thread of works that optimize routing in wireless 
mesh networks by casting it as a linear program (e.g., [2, 4]) or 
nonlinear program (e.g., [3]).

B. Benefits of Time serving Routing
Researchers have proposed time serving routing for mesh 
networks. Time serving routing differs from existing routing 
in that it utilizes the broadcast nature of wireless medium and 
suspend route selection after packet transmissions. This can 
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manage well with unreliable and unpredictable wireless links. 
The main advantages of time serving routing are: (1) Unifying the 
weak links into single strong link. (2) Unexpected short or long 
transmissions are considered.  Further the benefits are illustrated 
by using the following two examples. As shown in fig.1, a source 
has weak wireless connectivity to each of the five intermediate 
nodes, with a delivery rate of 20 percent. All the intermediate 
nodes have 100 percent delivery rate to the destination. In existing 
routing protocol, then choose one of the five intermediate nodes 
as the communicate node. Therefore, on average, a packet needs 
to be transmitted five times in order to reach the next hop. Then, 
the packet needs to be forwarded once to reach the destination. 
The total transmissions required to deliver the packet end-to-end 
are six. 

Fig. 2: Time Serving Routing Can Increases the Growth Each 
Transmission Makes

In comparison, in time serving routing, first treat that the five 
intermediate nodes as one unit that helpfully forwards the packet to 
the destination. The combined link has a success rate of 1- (1 - 0.2) 
^ 5   =0.67. Therefore, on average, only 1/0.67=1.49 transmissions 
are required to reach at least one of the five intermediate nodes, 
and another transmission is required for an intermediate node to 
forward. Time serving routing uses 2.49 transmissions on average, 
there by resulting in a 141 percent increase in throughput over 
existing routing in this example.
Furthermore, an existing routing protocol has to trade off between 
link quality and the amount of progress each transmission makes. 
For example, consider the network shown in Fig. 2, W sends data 
to Z along the path W – X – Y – Z. If X is used as the next hop and 
the quality of link W – X is good, and then no re-transmissions 
are required to deliver the packet to X. But the progress made is 
small. Alternatively, if Y is chosen as the next hop, a large progress 
is made if the packet reaches Y. However, if the quality of link 
W – Y is poor, multiple transmissions are required to deliver the 
packet to Y. In comparison, time serving routing does not commit 
to X or Y before transmissions. Among the nodes that receive the 
packet, choose the one closest to the destination to forward. In 
this way, it can time servingally handle the transmissions that are 
either suddenly short or suddenly long, thereby achieving high 
throughput and fairness.

III. The SPRP Routing Protocol
In this section, the design challenges of time serving routing 
protocols are reviewed and discussed, and also the overview and 
the protocol details of SPRP are discussed.

A. Design Issues
Improved progress of every transmission without duplicate 
retransmissions is the main idea of time serving routing.  In order to 
achieve this goal, several important design issues given below.

1. Choosing Ahead Node
The ahead nodes are to be selected well in advance even though 
time serving routing turns the final route selection after data 
transmissions.  This is required because the number of duplicate 
transmissions and coordination overhead tend to increase with the 
number of forwarding nodes. Without selecting the forwarding 

node it is not possible to get the advantage of time serving 
routing 

2. Eliminate Duplicate Transmissions
When multiple nodes overhear a transmission, then ensure that 
only the node closest to the destination forwards it. The suitable 
ahead node should be identified in a low cost and distributed 
way. 

3. Loss Packet Recover
Possible losses and fraud packets may appear in time serving 
routing when each node broadcasts data packets. Since the MAC 
layer offers no reliability support for broadcast. Therefore, it is 
significant for time serving routing protocols to efficiently detect 
and recover packet losses.

4. Controlled Packet Flow
Time serving routing needs to determine a well suitable transfer 
rate. If we don’t have rate control, a flow needs to send multiple 
packets on the first few nodes which is not possible to forward 
on the following nodes. Due to wireless interference, the 
transmissions take the provided bandwidth from the following 
hops and significantly degrade performance. To address the 
above challenges, SPRP consists of the following four major 
components:

To leverage path diversity while avoiding diverging paths we • 
need to select a beneficial forwarding path;
Local loss recovery to capably detect and retransmit missed • 
packets; 
Beneficial rate control to determine a suitable transfer rate • 
according to the current network condition; 
The concerned clock-based forwarding to allow only the best • 
forwarding node to forward the packet.

B. Summary
Every node time to time measures and distributes link quality in 
terms of EXT. With the information provided, a sender chooses 
the default path and a list of (next hop) ahead nodes that are 
appropriate for forwarding the data. It then broadcasts a data packet 
including this information. Nodes on the forwarding list store the 
packet and set forwarding clocks based on their proximity to the 
destination. The nearer node to the destination uses a smaller clock 
to forward a packet in advance.  Upon hearing this transmission, 
other nodes will remove the corresponding packet from their 
queues to avoid duplicate transmissions. Like all the existing 
time serving routing protocols, SPRP broadcasts data packets at 
a fixed PHY data rate.

C. Best Forwarding Path Selection
Every node contains the following information in a routing table; 
they are (predetermined path, end node, ahead nodes list), where 
the predetermined path is the best path from the source node to 
the end node and the ahead list includes a list of next-hop nodes 
that are suitable for onward transmission. 

1. Default Path Selection
For finding out the liable path and forwarding lists, every node 
measures and maintains the network topology, as in existing 
wireless mesh routing protocols several routing metrics have been 
proposed in the literature to assign link weights based on link 
quality. A link’s EXT metric measures the expected number of 
transmissions required to reliably send a packet across the link is 
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used. The chances of link loss in reverse and forward directions are 
denoted by plr and plf. The loss rate can be calculated by sending 
one probe packet for every second and finding out the number 
of probes received in the last ten seconds.  Then, the link’s EXT 
metric is calculated as 1/(1-PLF)*(1-PLR), assuming independent 
packet losses. The liable path is the shortest path between the 
source and destination in terms of EXT. The EXT routing metric 
has been shown efficient in choosing best paths [1, 5].

2. Ahead Node Selection
Ahead node selection varies from the available time serving 
routing where SPRP holds the nodes present in routing a packet 
close to the default path.  It is show in figure 3. These prevent routes 
from move away and reduce duplicate transmissions. Moreover, 
this forwarding node selection also simplifies coordination since 
all the nodes involved are close to nodes on the default path and 
can hear each other with a reasonably high probability. The two 
steps involved in ahead node selection algorithm are (1) a sender 
selects an initial forwarding list based on the default path. (2) It 
further limits the number of forwarding nodes to reduce duplicate 
transmissions.

Fig. 3: The Actual Route in SPRP Involves Nodes on or Near the 
Default Path. In Above Diagram the Shaded Area Included in 
Ahead Nodes from A to B

These steps are taken by a sender on each packet, allowing for 
the forwarding list to quickly adapt to network conditions. Also, 
a sender in this case refers to either a flow source or a forwarder 
within the flow.   Selecting early ahead node lists. When node n 
is on the default path, n chooses the ahead nodes that satisfy the 
following conditions:
C1.EXT of destination node should be greater than the ahead 
node.
C2. The ahead node’s EXT to n is within a threshold.
First make sure that the packet builds progress.  The second 
constraint ensures that n hears the ahead node’s transmissions 
with a high possibility to avoid multiple re-transmissions. 
Selecting the correct threshold is nontrivial and using a constant 
threshold can be ineffective. Consider a 4-node network, where 
there is a flow from node N1 to N4 with a default path N1 – N2 – 
N4. Whether node N3 should be included as a forwarding node not 
only depends on the absolute delivery rates of links N1– N3 and 
N3– N4, but also depends on how they compare with the delivery 
rate of links on the default paths. For example, suppose N1 – N2; 
N1 – N4, and N3 – N4 all have fifty percent delivery rate. 
If N1 – N3 has delivery rate of five percent, it is not helpful to 
include N3 as a forwarding node since in most cases when a packet 
does not reach N2, it does not reach N3 either. If the delivery rate 
of N1 – N2 changes to five percent, now it makes sense to include 

N3 as a forwarding node. This example suggests that should adapt 
the threshold according to the link to the default next hop. So, then 
set the threshold to γ × EXT (i, nexthop) and use γ =4.0 in our 
evaluation. The intuition is that the links among the forwarding 
nodes and between the forwarding nodes and n should not be 
too much worse than the link between n and nexthop. SPRP also 
allows nodes not on the default path to forward packets. These 
nodes could select their forwarding nodes in the same way as the 
nodes on the default path. However, this could potentially result 
in diverging forwarding paths and duplicate transmissions. For 
example, in Figure. 4, node N1 wants to send traffic to node N5. 
N1 selects R1, R2, and R3; R1 picks E1 and E2, while R3 selects 
E5 and E6 as forwarding nodes. Then, if R1 and R3 do not hear 
each other’s forwarding, a copy of the packet is forwarded to E1, 
E2, E5, and E6. Since E1 and E6 cannot hear each other, the packet 
will further diverge and yield redundant transmissions. 

Fig. 4: Careful Forwarding Node Selection is Necessary to Prevent 
Routes From Diverging

Therefore, not only should be ensure that forwarding nodes make 
progress and have sufficiently good link quality from node n, but 
also it wants the selected forwarding nodes to be adjacent to the 
default path and every pair of forwarding nodes has sufficiently 
good link quality between them to avoid diverging paths. This 
leads to the following two additional constraints in selecting 
forwarding nodes:
E3. Every ahead node is nearer to at least 1 node on the 
predetermined path. 
E4. The EXT of a link between any pair of forwarding nodes is 
within a threshold. These constraints ensure that forwarding nodes 
have good connectivity among themselves and to nodes on the 
default path. To achieve this, then filter out the nodes that do not 
satisfy E3, and then, successively add the remaining nodes to the 
forwarding list in an increasing order of EXT to the destination, 
continuously ensuring that E4 is satisfied. To further reduce 
coordination overhead and duplicate traffic, bound the maximum 
number of forwarding nodes within a specified threshold.  in the 
meantime; it may not need to include all the nodes if the nodes 
closest to the destination are sufficiently reliable. For example, if 
the links from N1 to all five neighbors are hundred percent in fig. 
1, then only need to use one of the neighbors as the forwarding 
node. This observation suggests that should only include enough 
forwarding nodes to bound the loss rate of the virtual link, which 
consists of the physical links between the sender and all the 
forwarding nodes selected so far. Therefore, it starts from the 
forwarding node closest to the destination and iteratively adds a 
node to the final forwarding list until either the loss of a virtual 
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link is below a threshold or the specified maximum number of 
forwarding nodes is reached. Then add forwarding nodes in an 
increasing order of their EXT to the destination because only when 
the nodes closest to the destination have a sufficiently reliable 
virtual link can prune the remaining forwarding nodes. In the 
other order, even when the forwarding nodes included so far 
have sufficiently reliable links, there is still a benefit of including 
additional forwarding nodes if they are closer to the destination 
than those included so far. Finally, if the loss rate of the virtual link 
is higher than the loss threshold, then replace the last forwarding 
node added so far with the forwarding node that has the lowest 
EXT to the current node. This reduces the virtual link loss rate 
and increases the chance that the packet makes progress beyond 
the current node. 

Fig. 5: Selection of Ahead Nodes at Node a, Where EXT′(a, b) is 
the EXT Metric on Link a-b, and EXT(a, b) is the Shortest Path 
from a to b in Terms of EXT Metric

D. Priority-Based Forwarding
In maximizing the progress of each transmission the priority 
based forwarding is used.  A list of forwarding nodes arranged in 
ascending order of EXT toward the destination is specified.  The 
priority of sending and the forward nodes list are specified for 
each packet. The node hearing the packet first checks whether 
it was included in the forwarding list and rejects if the packet is 
not there. 

E. Rate Control and Local Recovery
The retransmission timeout is estimated at each node as in 
Transmission Control Protocol. No need to re-transmit every 
packet in particular, the difference in time between the packet 
broadcast and acknowledgement is calculated at the node.
The maximum number of packets sent during the present moment 
in time the data flow control at source is limited.  Status packet 
size will be managed on receiving the ACK.

IV. Conclusion
A novel time serving routing protocol SPRP is designed. SPRP 
successfully realizes time serving forwarding by prudently 
selecting neighbor nodes and utilize priority-based timers. It 

additionally have a feature of productive rate control to vigorously 
adjust transmission rates according to network conditions and 
it is capable of recover lost packets using local feedback and 
recovery.
These techniques enable SPRP to achieve high effectiveness and 
well support for numerous data transfer flows. 
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